Abstract-The unsupervised method proposed here for detecting structural features on satellite images consists of three major steps:
I. INTRODUCTION HE automated detection of subcircular structures on
T digital images has already given rise to a great deal of research. Different versions of the Hough transform [l] where proposed and applied to various fields in order to detect the center and radius of circular structures.
The version defined by Kimme et al. [2] and developed by Gerig and Klein [3] was used by Cross [4] among others, for detecting circular geological structures on a MSS Landsat image. More recently, we elaborated on a methodology [SI partly based on a version of the Hough transform [6] and applied it to Spot images. We observed that the search for the centers and radii by means of the Transform was not sufficient for detecting all the structures contained in a complex image such as a satellite image. Therefore we developed, prior to the use of 
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-----the Transform, an algorithm that is able to extract subcircular structures, one by one, and to specify downstream the location of the center and radius of each structure. Applying these algorithms requires the prior extraction of the significant contours.
The methodology consists of two major steps: (a) extraction of significant contours, essentially based on the Mathematical Morphology in the previous paper [SI, and on a smoothing followed by an automatic thresholding as described in the present paper; (b) detection of subcircular structures from the significant contours. A contour following operation [7] , [8] is generally used to obtain a set of points that lie on the boundaries of the studied regions. Here, contour following is used to individualize the significant contours and split them into a set of subcircular elements when the contours present a change in the direction of curvature.
For each subcircular element, a reference circle (RC) is computed using the result provided by the Hough Transform.
The reference circle (RC) is the one whose pixels intersect the maximum number of the contour pixels. This procedure partly differs from curve-fitting techniques [8] that approximate the contour by pieces of smoothed curves.
In addition, our goal of shape recognition requires more than the mere notion of center and radius to characterize structures. These features may be either closed or open, circle arcs of a length smaller, equal to, or greater than that of a semicircle, more or less regular shapes of various orientation, etc.
With this aim in view, new parameters haitre been defined in this paper for the discrimination of the detected structures. They are: the location of the center and the radius of lthe reference circle, the number of pixels in the detected contour, the intersection coefficient, the chord coefficient, the direction of the normal to the chord, and the coefficient of symmetry. These parameters are defined and detailed in Section IV. The analysis of this set -of data allows us to distinguish and select the various families of desired structures; it is also possible to define these various families by a statistical analysis.
Note that to refine the extraction and individualization of subcircular structures, we have added the notion of "probable inflexion point" (PIP), which was not considered in the method described in our preceding paper [SI. This notion is detailed in Section 1II.B.
To illustrate our method, we used a Spot subscene from the region of Azru located in the Maroccan Middle Atlas (Fig.  l(a) ). We will analyze the parameters and their combination, and the nature of infotmation provided by the method for different families of circular or subcircular structures. The results are compared with the geological data in order to improve the methodology.
II. EXTRACTION OF SIGNIFICANT CONTOURS
The extraction of the structural elements contained in a satellite image highly depends on their texture. In the given example, the researched structures mainly correspond to the limits of more or less homogeneous reflectance areas, and not to linear features such as a network of roads which would appear as regions that are only a few pixels wide.
In order to smooth the details and reduce the grey level range, an iterative 3 x3 low-pass filtering is applied to the raw data image. Iteration stops when the number of pixels modified in the course of the last iteration is smaller than or equal to 1% of the number of pixels modified at the very first filtering (Fig. l(b) ).
The values of the smoothed image histogram are thresholded from a variable reflectance threshold of value Ny such that the number of pixels whose values are lower than or equal to the threshold corresponds to a given percentage of the total number of pixels contained in the image. Here, nine levels of percentage were set, every lo%, from 10% to 90%. In each of the scenes thus obtained, the pixels of the smoothed image that correspond to the pixels whose reflectance is lower than or equal to the threshold N, are coded with value 1 whereas the background is coded O.
The individualization and the detection of subcircular elements as described in Section III, impose the following conditions on the contours:
IA4 is the image to be traced, i corresponds to the lines and j to the columns for j = 1, number-ofcolumn a. The contour must present an 8-connectivity: the vertical or horizontal straight segments of 1 to ri pixels which compose the curve are linked only by their corners. b. The difference between two successive chain-codes describing the curve must be equal to O or *l. This type of contour is obtained using the following treatments:
Each of the nine binary images is applied a 3x3 majority filter [9] . This smoothing is iterated until there is no pixel modified by the filtering (Fig. l(c) ). On binary images, the 3x3 majority filter has the advantage of clipping the shapes and of suppressing right angle pixels (Fig. 2) . The 3 x3 majority filter is quite comparable to Mathematical Morphology operators in that it smooths the shapes. But classical Mathematical Morphology operators such as erosion, dilation, closing, or opening [lo] , [ll] were not used, because the contours obtained by the further algorithm from the smoothed shapes do not entirely satisfy the constraints formerly defined.
Finally, the limits of the resulting shapes are traced by analyzing the skips of values between two neighboring pixels, according to two directions (NS and EW). The algorithm developed is general and can be applied either to a binary image or a multilevel image. Moreover, the limit of the shape can be traced either all around the shape or on the border itself. The Resulting Image ( R I ) where the contours will be reported is initialized at zero. The steps of the algorithm for the NS direction are listed at the top of the page:
Position is defined at the beginning of the procedure, according to the information researched. Applying condition (a), the absolute value of the difference between reflectance values of two neighboring pixels ( i , j ) and (i + 1,j) of the image I M is reported on the plane RI at the position corresponding to the maximum value encountered in the pair ( i , j ) ( i + 1,j). Applying condition (b), the absolute value of the difference is reported at the position corresponding to the minimum value.
A similar process is applied according to the WE direction, taking into account the values previously obtained on the plane RI. Each line i of the traited image I M is scanned from left to right.
In the general algorithm, the NS and WE treatment is followed by a scanning from the NW to the SE and by an other one from the NE to the SW. The contour obtained in this case closely corresponds to borders provided by classical treatment of contour following.
The condition (a) is applied on the nine binary images for the two directions, from N to S and from W to E, in order to obtain an 8-connected contour corresponding to the border of the shape itself (Figs. l(d) and 2(e)).
All the structural features (secant or isolated, straight lines or curves) revealed through the process of contour extraction are next subjected to detection and individualization treatments.
III. DETECTION AND INDIVIDUALIZATION
OF THE SUBCIRCULAR ELEMENTS The four steps of the processing involved by the detection and individualization of the subcircular elements are applied to the contours previously defined.
A. Individualization of the Contours
The curves are individualized one by one through a contour- ' following procedure that is based on the movement of a sliding 3x3 pixel window W,; the index n indicates the position of the window on the nth pixel of the contour. The algorithm [5] , [12] allows one to decide which direction to follow and whether or not a crossing occurs.
( 1 ) contour following The contour-following operations are based on the Freeman code [13] . The contour following technique takes into account contours that are either closed or open. When the contour is open, it has two "ends of branch"; by this we mean the absence of pixel connected to the central pixel of the last tested window.
The developed method is the following: Let Pc be the central pixel of a window W, and Pvk be the pixel connected to the central pixel of the same window;
where IC = 1 , . . ., K and K corresponds to the number of connected pixels.
The whole image is scanned line by line, from left to right. When a contour pixel is hit, the 3x3 window (W1) centered on the pixel (Pc) is tested.
Owing to the iterative 3x3 majority filtering applied on the binary image, only five configurations may be found in the window Wl (Fig. 3) . The position of the connected pixels is recoded according to the chain-code reported in the When only one connected pixel is observed, this means that we reach one of the extremities of an open contour. If two connected pixels are found, this implies that we have reached a contour, either closed or open, in any of its points. In the second case (two connected pixels Pu, and Pu,), when the contour is open, the sliding window follows the contour to the end of the first branch, and then returns to IV1 to follow the second branch. When the contour is closed, the sliding window goes back to the starting point (W1) without interruption.
In all cases, the movement of the window from a point n to a point 7~ + 1 suppresses the central pixel P,, so that they are not taken into account in the next window.
(2) crossings When going from position W, to position Wn+l, the code of the direction chosen in W, is stored in memory so as to be matched, whenever necessary, with the code determined by PVk in Wn+l. In case there exists only one connected pixel, we keep on following the contour whatever the direction may be. On the other hand, if there exists more than one connected pixel, we are either in the presence of a junction point of three branches (two pixels), or of a crossing (three pixels). The choice of the direction to follow depends on the preceding code and on a series of conditions that may be summed up as follows:
Let C, be the chain-code encountered in the window W, and Cn+l the chain-code of the window Wn+l, --condition 1: I C, -Cn+l [ s 1 ; the absolute value of the difference between the two codes must not exceed 1.
--condition 2: I C, -Cn+l I = O ; the first condition may not be sufficient, if it is satisfied by two or three connected pixels; then the selected pixel must also meet condition 2.
dondition 3: when two connected pixels satisfy condition 1 and none of them satisfy condition 2, in other words, when the two possible directions are situated symmetrically on either side of the direction selected in W,, a test is performed which comes into a general rule corresponding to condition 3.
For each of the possible directions (A and B) found in the window Wn+l the value M is computed
The value i corresponds to the number of codes to be considered to decide a direction.
The selected direction is the one whose value M is the lowest (Fig. 4) .
MA -M B
where D is the selected direction.
As long as MA -MB = O, the value of i increases until one reaches another crossing, the end of a branch, or else when i = n. If condition 3 cannot be satisfied within these limits, then the crossing found in Wn+l is considered an end of branch. At the end of contour detection, the crossing pixels, if any, are reactivated so as to be ensure continuity of the contours not yet detected.
B. Decomposition of the Curves into Subcircrilar Elements
The contours individualized in the previous step are sometimes formed by a succession of subcircular elements which are alternately convex and concave. The contour is segmented into subcircular elements when a change in the curvature direction occurs.
In the discrete mode a curve can be decomposed into a succession of straight lines consisting of one to n pixels and whose. directions are either vertical or horizontal. Owing to the iterative majority smoothing applied to binary image, the shape-border curves obtained by the algorithm described in Section II correspond to curves in 8-connectivity (Fig. 2) . Thus, the difference between two subsequent values of the chain-code is equal to 1, O or -1. If we do not take the value O into account, we observe a regular alternation of 1 and -1 values. This pair of values (U-1 or -l/l) marks the passage between two subsequent straight line segments of the curve, and remains identical as long as the segments keep the same direction (horizontal or vertical), or as long as the move along the perpendicular axis with respect to the direction of these segments does not change. A change is expressed by the inversion between the value of the pair, the pixel P ( i , j ) where this inversion occurs is defined as a "critical point" [5] , [12] . This definition is more restrictive than the one proposed by Hung and Kasvand [14] who consider any pixel where the difference of code is not nul as a critical point, which requires a series of additional tests to know whether we are in the presence of a true change of direction or not. In order to find where a change in the curvature direction occurs, the shape of the curve must be examined at each critical point. This examination takes place in a window of increasing size centered on the critical point. The window is divided into two equal parts by a straight line (separating line) which passes through the critical point and the center of the window and which contains the maximum number of contour pixels found in one of the following four directions: NS, EW, NESW, or NWSE.
The window increases until there is no contour pixel left on the two end pixels of the separating line. At this stage, the pixels of the considered contour which are not on the separating line are located either on both sides of this line or one side only.
The first location implies a change of curvature directly noticeable on the window. The second one allows to code the curvature direction: the code 1 is retained when the contour pixels out of the separating line are only located northwestwards, the code 2 is applied for a northern location, the code 3 for a NE location, etc . . . (Fig. 5) ; in the example given in the Fig. 5 , the pixels which are not on the separating line are located in the NW and the curvature direction is equal to 1. There is a change in curvature when the contour pixels are distributed on both sides of the separating line, or when the absolute value of the difference between to successive codes of curvature exceeds 1.
It should be noted that there exists a kind of inflexion point which does not present the characteristics of a critical point as formerly defined and that was not considered in our preceding paper [5] . As a matter of fact, it is a change of direction without any inversion of the pairs and with the same perpendicular displacement, as the successive straight line segments keep the same direction. We can only observe that the number of pixels comprising the successive segments increase more or less regularly. Their numbers increase and then decrease (Fig. 6) , or vice-versa. When an increasing is followed by a decreasing, the last pixel of the greater straight segment is considered as a point candidate to be an inflexion point. It is denoted "Probable Inflexion Point" or PIP. When a decreasing is followed by an increasing, PIP is the last pixel of the smaller straight segment.
If the absolute value of the difference between the curvature codes of two successive critical points equals 4, the PIP is considered to be a real inflexion point corresponding to the middle of a S-contour and the curve is split on the PIP. This procedure has the advantage of cutting the curve only if confirmation of a change in the curvature direction is recorded (Fig. 6) . Thus, shapes of more or less regular contours are entirely taken into account.
C. Application of the Hough Transform
When a subcircular element is individualized by .the preceding substep, a version of the Hough Transform [6] is then applied in order to determine the approximate location of the center of this element and the approximate value of its radius.
The Hough Transform [l] converts a complex problem of shape detection in image space into a peak detection problem which is easier to solve in parameter space. The latter is quantized and used as an accumulator. The Hough Transform was generalized and specialized to solve various problems in 
D. Finding the Exact Location of the Center
With the Hough method, the detection of circular structures is essentially based on the contour pixels. Another approach consists of considering all the pixels which do not belong to the contour as probable centers of this contour. Thus, for each probable center, the distance d of the center to the contour pixels can be computed from:
where xi, yi represent the coordinates of a contour point and xpt yp the coordinates of a probable center; i = 1, . . . .) I ; p = 1, . . . ., P ; I number of contour pixels; P: number of pixels which do not belong to the contour.
Thus, for each probable center, we obtain a histogram containing, on the x-axis, the values of the distances and, on the y-axis, the frequency of these distances. The maximum Max, found on the histogram corresponds to the most frequent distance between the probable center and the pixels of 1001 considered contour. The distance dp is then considered as the radius value of a given center.
The maximum Max, together with the value of the corresponding distance dp are recorded in the tables M(xp,yp) = Muxp and R(xp,yp) = d p , Thus, when all the probable centers have been tested, the maximum found in the table M ( x p ) yp) allows one to find the exact location of the required center. The correspondence established between M ( x p , yp) and R ( x p , yp) provides the value of the radius. To improve the efficiency of the search for the circle center, a limited search area is an area that surrounds the highest values found in the accumulator. The selected area is a window whose size is determined by the uncertainty value computed at the previous step, and it is centered on fihe approximate center resulting from the application of the Hough Transform.
The circle thus detected, which we call Reference Circle (RC) and which satisfies the experimental requirements (for example, a contour of 50 pixels at least, a segment of 50 pixels at least, an intersection of more than 20%, etc . . . ), corresponds to the circle that includes the maximum number of pixels of the considered contour. It may contain all the contour pixels or inscribe or be inscribed in it.
IV. CHARACTERISTIC ELEMENTS OF THE DETECTED STRUCTURES
When the exact position of the center (a, y) and the precise value of the radius (R) of the Reference Circle (RC) are known, the algorithm provides for each detected subcircular element the center coordinates and the radius value of the circle, along with additional informafiion allowing a better individualization of the deflected structure.
All these parameters are recorded in a table which indicates respectively: the number of the detected structure, the x and y positions of the center of the reference Circle (RC), the value of the radius (R) of this circle, the number of pixels in the detected contour, the intersection coefficient, the chord coefficient, the direction of the normal to the chord and the coefficient of symmetry, the occurrence (OCC), the position x, y of the chord beginning, the position x, y of the chord end, and a series of ordering numbers depending on the occurrence Thus, we obtain a table for each of the nine images created by the thresholding described earlier (see Section II). These nine tables are giouped into one of the same type (Table I) , which contains all the data related to all the detected structures. Simultaneously, in order to reduce the data requirement, only the coordinates of the sequence of pixels forming the detected contours for each of the nine images are stored. The resulting data consists of a set of li elements
(OCC).
L={Z; : i = l , ..., TI} where li represents the set of the points of the detected contour. 
A. Definition of the Parameters
(a) npdc: number of pixels of the detected contour.
(b) IC: intersection coefficient. It is the percentage of the RC pixels that intersect (npi) the pixels of the considered contour (npdc); IC = (n,i/npdc)*lOO. In the designed algorithm, the contour is taken into account only for a IC greater than or equal to 20. The higher this coefficient, the closer the contour to a circle or to a circle section. (d) CC: chord coefficient. CC = (ln/2R)*10OY In is equal to the distance between the intersection of the normal to the chord and the intersection of the normal with the contour. This coefficient allows one to figure the shape of the contour concerned. A coefficient lower than 50 corresponds to an arc smaller than the semicircle, a coefficient higher than 100 means that the RC circle is inscribed in the detected contour.
As a rule, the coefficient of closed structure is set to 100, which corresponds to a complete circle, and whatever the IC of this shape may be.
(e) DNC: is the ratio expressed in percentage of the distance between the intersection of the normal to the chord with the middle of the chord to the radius value (R). Thus, the DNC value that is equal to or close to O indicates that the subcircular structure is symmetrical. Fig. 7 illustrates the definition and the calculation of these parameters.
(f) OCC: is the occurrence, that is, by definition equal to 1 in Table I .
B. Notion of Occurrence
As the processed image has been thresholded into nine images according to the percentage, same subcircular structures may be detected several times. This is due to the following phenomena:
(a) A shape detected for a reflectance threshold depending on the selected segmentation percentage can be preserved, with or without dilation, for the reflectance threshold(s) of other percentage brackets, without being absorbed into a new shape.
@) Different thresholding levels may reveal different sections of the same structure.
Moreover, the decomposition into subcircular elements performed on the limits of the shapes may split the same circular structure into several circle arcs.
Thus, when the nine images are grouped, we often obtain similar centers and radii for different structural features. At this stage, we want to know the number of structural elements whose center and radius are comprised in a given interval. This number corresponds to the occurrence (OCC). With this occurrence, recoded on Table II , is (are) associated the number(s) of the concerned structures found in Table I .
This allows one, in the course of the later treatments processed from Table II , to look up in Table I the specific characteristics of each structure considered to form only one element in Table II. In addition, the search for the occurrence in a given interval involves the modification of certain parameters, namely: IC, y, R, and DIR. By convention, and to preserve the same layout for the two tables (which allows to proceed directly to the selections from Table I) , the other parameters, not used from Table II , are set to zero. By convention, if one of the encountered directions is equal to 2000 (corresponding to a closed structure),, the resulting direction (dirocc) is set to the same value. Besides, if the two directions are opposed the dirocc value recoded in Table II is 3000, since the structure is considered a circle formed of discontinuous segments. [21] . The results are the following: 109 subcircular detected structures, considering the threshold set to take them into account ( Fig. 8(a) ). These thresholds concern the minimum number of pixels forming a contour (50 pixels), on the one hand, and the intersection coefficient I C , that must be equal to or greater than 20%, on the other hand. The deliberately low value of the IC produces a great variability of the detected shapes, the ahalysis of the characteristic parameters will enable to sort them.
L
The rather high number of the detected structures is partly due to the successive processing of the nine images generated by the thresholding by percentage bracket.
The characteristics of these 109 "primary" structures are recorded in Table I . As mentioned above, the structures whose centers and radii are equivalent or similar, can be grouped (Fig.  8(b) ) into one element in Table II , where we list the occurrence (that is, the number of structures composing this element) and the ordering numbers of these structures as recorded in Table  I . This allows one to look up in Table I the characteristics of these structures and in the set of the pixel-coordinates L, so as to be able to trace the structures whenever necessary, as well as the chord and normal to the chord.
The parameters characterizing the detected structures and/or their combination allow one to discriminate between the encountered shapes.
Thus, a closed contour, whose CC is by definition equal to 100, is regular when the IC is high, and irregular when the IC is low. An elliptic section may have a low IC and a low CC, or an average IC and a CC higher than 100. A semicircle arc has a CC close to 50. A CC higher than 100 indicates that the RC is inscribed in the detected contour. The symmetry of these shapes are inversly proportional to the DNC. In addition, the subrectilinear structures are characterized by a low IC and a low cc.
In this way, a user can base his choice on his own thematic concerns, for example, on the search for circular arcs whose normal to chord is comprised in a given interval. In the case of this particular choice, illustrated with Fig. 8(c) , the detected circular arcs are regular (IC comprised between 33 and loo), and are greater or slightly smaller than the semicircle, notwithstanding the closed shapes (CC comprised between 33 and 99). Moreover, they are symmetrical to subsymmetrical (DNC complrised between O and 50).
According to our objective of the automatic detection of structural features, the sorting out of the structures may be done by means of a statistical analysis whose results do not contradict the user's choice; even better, they allow him to control his choice and test the real weight of the parameters in the class partition.
Without going into too much detail, we observe for the set of the 109 "primary" structures, that: The total or partial correlation matrix shows that all these parameters are highly uncorrelated, which makes all the more relevant the hierarchical analysis on which is based the grouping of the structures into different classes.
Since this illustration of our results did not aim at discriminating between the structures according to the direction of the normal to the chord and to the radius value, the only semicircles, to closed structures. which means they are subsymmetrical. Table II discriminating parameters we retained are the following: IC, CC, and DNC, in order to perform the ascending hierarchical analysis taking the Euclidean distance and the mean value of the weighted distances as aggregating criteria [22] .
By restricting the segmentation of the hierarchical tree to less than 25 individuals for the class which contains the maximum number, we obtain 16 classes presented in Table  III .
As an example, the 24 structures forming the class 16 were put in Fig. S(d) , by taking the minimum and the maximum of the discriminating parameters IC, CC, and DNC. In this case the identified objects do not come from a subjective choice, but directly result from the classification. They are not significantly different from those of Fig. S(c) , as the statistical treatment limits more precisely the discriminating parameters on more objective criteria.
Apart from all thematic concerns, we tried in this paper to discriminate between the detected structures only from their shapes. Comparing our results with the ground data [20] , one can notice that the detected structures mainly correspond to geological structures (limits of formations, circular structures produced by volcanic andlor karstic activity, following of lithological layers, etc . . . ). A study is under way to find more information about the nature of each geological structure, and to allow their discrimination. It is mainly based on the statistical analysis of the data such as the vegetation cover [21] contained in the surfaces described by the circles or circle arcs and associated chord. The individualization of structural families is then based not only on the parameters described above (R, IC, CC, DNC, and DIR), but also on the parameters given by the reflectance values of the merent Spot channels, and by the application of a specific index 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates that it is possible to perform the unsupervised detection of subcircular structures from a satellite image, and to classify these structures by means of the discriminating parameters that we have defined. The detection is based on the extraction of the contours from the processed image, and the search for the centers and radii of the subcircular structures contained in these contours.
With each detected structure are associated the discriminating parameters descriptive of the shape. These parameters allow one to sort out the desired shapes, either by defining the limits of these parameters or by grouping these structures into classes by means of a statistical analysis. This method of Automatic Detection Of Numerical Image Structures (ADO-NIS), which aims at recognizing shapes, not only allows one to detect curves of subcircular shape, but also subrectilinear curves. The sorting, automatic or not, of the shapes is based on the analysis of the discriminating parameters.
